Introduction
Recent advances in cognitive science (Beer, 1995; Brooks, 1991; Chiel and Beer, 1997; Clark, 1997; Hanczyc, Toyota, Ikegami, Packard, & Sugawara, 2007; Ikegami, 2007; Nolfi, 2005; Nolfi & Floreano, 2000; Pfeifer & Scheier, 1999; Tani, 1996; Varela, Thompson, & Rosch, 1991) have clarified that intelligence resides in the circular relationship between the brain of an individual organism, its body, and the environment. More precisely, behavior is (i) a phenomenon resulting from fast nonlinear interactions between the brain of an organism, its body, and the environment (Chiel & Beer, 1997) , and (ii) a multiple-scaled phenomenon with different levels of organization in which properties at different levels extend at different timescales and both affect and are affected by lower-and higherlevel properties (Keijzer, 2001; Nolfi, 2005; Paine & Tani, 2005) . This implies that behavior is an emergent property; that is, a property that cannot be inferred by an external observer, even on the basis of a complete description of the elements involved in the interactions and of the rules governing the interaction.
The emergent nature of behavior has fundamental implications for the practical engineering of artificial behavioral systems. Classical approaches based on explicit design are, in fact, hopeless, because they require the identification of elements and interaction rules (at a micro level) that will lead to the desired behavior (at a macro level) as a result of the interaction occurring at different levels of organization and at different timescales; they involve not only the elementary elements (i.e., the brain of an individual, its body, and the environment) but also the behavioral properties emerging from the interactions. A promising alternative approach consists of self-organizing methods based on evolutionary and/or learning algorithms in which (i) the rules that regulate the interactions at the micro level are encoded into free parameters, which are varied during the adaptive process, and (ii) variations of the free parameters are retained or discarded on the basis of their effect at the macro (behavioral) level (Nolfi, 2005; Paine & Tani, 2005) . In fact, these approaches allow us to discover and capitalize on properties emerging from the interactions, without having to identify the relationship between these properties and the interactions that give rise to them. In general terms, this means that behavioral systems are intrinsically adaptive systems.
This special issue provides important theoretical and methodological contributions in the study of how behavioral and cognitive skills (including behavioral arbitration, anticipation, mental simulations, and motor planning) can be conceptualized as a complex adaptive system. Moreover, it provides important methodological and experimental contributions for studying how embodied and situated agents can develop these skills autonomously while they interact with the environment.
Selected Articles
In this issue, seven articles are presented, which represent works over the spectrum of embodied cognition with complex adaptive systems ideas, ranging from philosophical debate to mathematical analysis, software simulation, and hardware implementation.
Arena, Fortuna, Lombardo, Patane, and Ranno present a novel neural network model, which integrates multimodal sensory data into an abstracted environmental representation for controlling a roving robot. Their integration method employs a reaction-diffusion system in conjunction with reward-based learning to self-organize a Turing pattern as the representation. They have applied the model to a navigation task using a simple real robot in order to demonstrate the efficiency of their method.
Suzuki and Floreano review their series of studies on active vision systems in simulating shape discrimination, anticipatory exploration of landscapes, and development of receptive fields. They claim that the enactive nature of visual perception has been largely unexplored in machine vision, and thus propose the active selection of image perception by evolutionary robotics. In particular, by making a simple neural model with unsupervised Hebbian learning they show how a kitten's self-movements can develop the relevant visual fields. Enactivism is a basso continuo of embodied cognition, but is missing in most robotics studies. Their work nicely illuminates this point and shows the plausibility of the concept in the classical problem of the kitten.
Ogai and Ikegami study a slippery action called a microslip from a dynamical systems point of view. A microslip is a type of action hesitation that we experience in everyday life, which highlights the gap between human action and machine action patterns. By proposing a simple computational model of microslips, Ogai and Ikegami examine the microslip as an implicit parallel dynamics underneath human cognition. Riddled basin-like structures and complex dynamic switching of action primitives are the new metaphors for characterizing microslips in their models. They show that a microslip is a good example for studying the paradoxical conflict between underlying singular dynamics and stable cognitive behaviors in general.
Gigliotta and Nolfi demonstrate how a rather complex skill, which consists of a robot's ability to selflocalize in a maze-like environment and to recognize previously visited locations, can emerge from the interaction between two simple coupled dynamical processes constituted by the robot/environmental dynamics and the robot's internal dynamics. They also demonstrate the importance of conceptualizing behavior and cognition as temporal entities involving processes occurring at different timescales.
Nishimoto, Namikawa, and Tani show how a set of goal-directed behaviors can be learned as embed-ded in a dynamical function by utilizing its initial sensitivity. The specific characteristics of their model are that the initial state plays the role of a higher-level macro parameter for generating own goals and recognizing the goals by others as like mirror neurons. Using a set of experiments with a humanoid robot platform, they examine the various characteristics of the model.
Montebelli, Herrera, and Ziemke investigate the role that non-neural internal (bodily) states might have in agents' abilities to display adaptive behavioral and cognitive skills. In particular, they demonstrate how a simple agent provided with an internal sensor, which encodes its current level of energy, can acquire the ability to display a variety of behaviors adapted to the current agent/environmental situation, as well as the ability to arbitrate between them.
Negrello and Pasemann investigate the relation between the internal dynamics of the robot's neural controller and behavior generation and arbitration. More precisely, they introduce new terminological concepts that allow the experimenter to describe more precisely how changes between attractors in agents' internal dynamics and transient phases influence the behavior exhibited by a robot.
Together, these seven articles cover the range of current front-line research concerning complex adaptive systems approaches for embodied cognition.
